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Abstract

Health care is one of the largest contributors to waste production in the United States. Given increased awareness of the environmental and financial costs associated with waste disposal and its public health impact, many hospitals are adopting environmentally friendly practices that reduce waste production and offer equally effective, yet less expensive alternatives. Reprocessing of medical equipment is one such practice that has gained popularity in recent years and has led to major cost savings across several medical disciplines. In this commentary, we seek to take a closer look at the practice of reprocessing, explore the evidence surrounding its safety, and suggest implications of reprocessing for medical centers.


Bipartisan policy leaders have proposed the adoption of “green” energy and technology as one solution to the widespread economic crisis. Going green on a national level has been projected both to reduce long-term federal spending and to support environmental goals of sustainability. Although many health care providers have been strong proponents for environmentally conscious practices, it is estimated that American health care facilities continue to dispose of over four billion pounds of waste annually in landfills and commercial incinerators, making the health industry the second-largest contributor to landfills after the food industry. Medical schools and teaching hospitals, which make up approximately 22% of U.S. hospitals, also contribute their fair share to health care waste.

One relatively new green practice receiving much attention is the reprocessing of medical equipment. Already, more than 25% of U.S. hospitals, including our institution, are using reprocessing as a means of decreasing the tons of disposable waste generated annually. We have found it to be a commonsense strategy that uses detailed quality-control standards to recalibrate, clean, sterilize, and remanufacture medical equipment. The result has been a significant waste reduction and cost savings. However, uptake of such green practices by hospitals has continued to be slow because of a misunderstanding of the process and concerns about patient safety. In this commentary, we attempt to address these barriers by explaining what reprocessing is, exploring its history and economic benefits, and reviewing the evidence regarding its safety. Finally, we look at the implications of this green process on academic medical centers (AMCs).

What Is Reprocessing?

The American Society for Healthcare Central Service Professionals describes reprocessing as any process which renders a used, reusable, or single-use device (SUD) to be patient-ready or which allows an unused product that has been opened to be made patient-ready. According to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), a SUD is any device intended for one use or on a single patient, whereas a reprocessed SUD is an original device that has previously been used on a patient and has been subjected to additional processing and manufacturing for the purpose of additional use on a patient.

What Not to Waste

Three categories of devices currently lend themselves to reprocessing. Class I devices have a relatively low associated risk to patients and include elastic bandages, pressure infuser bags, tourniquet cuffs, and general-use surgical scissors. These are exempt from premarket submission requirements. Approximately 65% to 75% of reprocessed SUDs fall into Class II (medium risk) which requires submission of a premarket notification report providing evidence of equivalence to devices already on the market in terms of safety, effectiveness, and intended use. Class II devices include pulse oximeter sensors, ultrasound catheters, drills,
compression sleeves, and most laparoscopic equipment. The last group, Class III (high risk) devices, requires valid scientific data proving safety and effectiveness, in addition to a satisfactory inspection of the reprocessing facility in order to obtain FDA premarket approval. Devices that fall into this category are balloon angioplasty catheters, percutaneous tissue ablation electrodes, and implanted infusion pumps. Given the high patient risk associated with Class III devices and the strenuous approval process, most health care organizations refrain from reprocessing these items. FDA’s postmarket activities involve inspection of reprocessing establishments and reviewing device safety reports, including reports of adverse events. (A complete listing of reprocessed devices is available on the FDA Web site at http://www.fda.gov/CDRH/reprocessing/510ksearch.html.)

Global and Local Savings

In 2002, approximately 25% of U.S. hospitals used at least one type of reprocessed SUD. Larger hospitals have been more likely to reprocess equipment, with 45% of large hospitals (>250 beds) participating compared with only 13.3% of small hospitals (<50 beds). This disparity, which has been increasing during the past five years, is likely due to a parallel trend toward heightened awareness at universities and teaching hospitals regarding the harmful effects of medical waste disposal in landfills. The resource constraints of these small hospitals may be an additional factor. However, we expect that the number of institutions engaging in reprocessing activities will continue to increase as awareness of the environmental impact of traditional waste disposal techniques spreads.

In addition to the environmental concerns, many hospitals have been struck hard by the current economic crises, with 2008–2009 profit margins at an all-time low. Given these financial concerns, hospitals are increasingly attracted to reprocessing because of its associated 50% reduction of medical device costs compared with purchasing new equipment. In 2008 alone, there was a 20% increase in hospital utilization of reprocessing services offered by one leading reprocessing service, and associated cost savings of $138,142,000 nationwide. This represented 4,300,000 pounds (2,150 tons) of medical waste diverted from local landfills. During the last 20 years of operation, this reprocessor has enabled $1 billion in savings in supply costs and eliminated 24 million pounds of waste for its 1,700-member health care facilities.

Cost savings differ from one institution to the next depending on types and quantity of devices reprocessed. Across the board, however, hospitals are observing significant savings which are being channeled into badly needed medical infrastructure or services. For instance, Banner Health in Phoenix also reported a total savings of $1,494,050 across 12 months from reprocessing operating room devices, compression sleeves, catheters, open but unused devices, and pulse oximeters. This should be of particular interest to teaching hospitals, which provide over 40% of charity care in the United States and can divert the net savings from reprocessing to cover costs incurred from providing this unpaid service. Savings could also be used to fund needed research and employee-initiated projects.

Patient Safety

As mentioned earlier, one barrier to the widespread adoption of reprocessing is its potential impact on patient safety. Safety concerns include the possible malfunction of devices, the risk of infectious diseases, and the ethical dilemma about reprocessing presents given the absence of patient consent to use of such devices as part of treatment. Many physicians and politicians have lobbied for legislation requiring written patient consent, documentation of all reprocessed SUDs used during treatment, and stricter systems of tracking SUD failures and injuries, while holding reprocessors fully liable for any adverse events.

The government has responded to these concerns by conducting several investigations and hearings about the reprocessing of SUDs and has introduced stricter regulations at all levels of production. Most notably, the Medical Device User Fee and Modernization Act of 2002 was enacted, requiring that all reprocessed SUDs be labeled and have the identification of the reprocessor. MDUMFA also created more stringent FDA oversight of reprocessed SUDs than had been present in the past. In January 2008, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) released a report entitled Reprocessed Single-Use Medical Devices: FDA Oversight Has Increased, and Available Information Does Not Indicate That Use Presents an Elevated Health Risk. In this report, the GAO outlined steps taken by the FDA since 2000 to improve its supervision and regulation of reprocessing, including additional requirements for pre- and postmarket approval and easier and more detailed adverse-effect-reporting mechanisms. More important, GAO concluded that although available FDA data fail to allow for rigorous in-depth comparisons, reprocessed SUDs do not present an increased health risk when compared with new, nonreprocessed devices. Of the 434 adverse events reported to the FDA between 2003 and 2006 in which reprocessed SUDs were identified, only 65 actually did involve a reprocessed device, and all adverse events were similar to those reported for new devices.

Implications for AMCs

U.S. medical schools and teaching hospitals have become the center for cutting-edge research, technology development, and highly skilled health professional training. They have spearheaded patient advocacy and safety issues leading to significant changes in health care delivery today. These efforts have also been channeled into promoting green health care practices such as recycling, mercury elimination, and energy conservation in an attempt not only to protect our environment but also to join public health efforts in preventive care. Today, because of these initiatives, almost all AMCs have extensive recycling projects which have trickled down into the communities they serve. Reprocessing not only provides another arena for promoting green practices but also offers AMCs a chance to proactively reduce the volume of waste stream by safely reusing sterilized, repackaged devices that previously would have been discarded after a single use.

We have discussed both the environmental benefits and cost savings associated with this practice and highlighted how savings could be channeled into other avenues. In addition to this, the relatively new status of reprocessing as a green health care practice makes it an interesting and
needed subject for research. Faculty could create research projects for medical students and resident staff that revolve around issues of acceptance, use, medical device errors, cost-effectiveness, and medical-legal issues that extend over a period of time. Such research will be helpful in augmenting the existing limited literature and will help shape future health care practices especially in the fields of surgery, obstetrics–gynecology, emergency medicine, intensive care, and internal medicine, which all rely significantly on SUDs.

Centers interested in reprocessing should consider internal education of employees and students before initiation to maximize use and benefits. We have found that U.S. reprocessors have a strong environmental mission and operate transparently. They offer random factory site visits, conduct exhaustive testing of reprocessed devices, are registered with the FDA, and have adequate liability insurance coverage. It is important that similar high standards of service and production are upheld by any potential reprocessing organization that a hospital is interested in using. Though no regulatory oversight is perfect, our experience is that the reprocessing of SUDs currently has strong oversight to help ensure high quality standards and patient safety.

**Conclusion**

Health care can contribute to creating a livable planet by reducing the substantial amount of medical waste it produces. Reprocessing is one strategy to accomplish this. The practice has a reliable safety record of excellence identical to that of new equipment, while being friendlier to the environment. Reprocessing offers health care institutions a solution to reduce waste and to reduce costs; as such, it should be explored.
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